ABSTRACT

Psychic Phenomenon is an interesting study for people that appear from the nature change process as something unique which turns to be an issue and something doubtful but exists beyond people sense. Most people know this term just from the outside so they will never understand either in the meaning or the inside of it. These make the paper interesting to be analyzed. Since the problem has explicitly mention, so in order to acknowledge the readers, the writer tries to explain the meaning by presenting the power that exist inside the story and describe the inside of it including the fact and the controversial life of Psychic such as their challenge, and the character itself in dealing with people through the film of Sam Raimi, ‘The Gift’.

Based on the analysis, the writer found the answer to explain the whole thing above. Final result of this writing is: the existentialist-phenomenology, physiological-psychologist, consciousness, and Jung’s orientation theory provides an explanation to the phenomena. And for the complication, it is explained by Human behavior theory of Sigmund Freud, emotion theory, and also a brief explanation from the consciousness theory of William James.
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